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Central to the education of many technicians is the ability to 
use mathematics in the~r technical program. Mathematics can be 
presented in a number of different ways. One is to use an approach 
where a predetermined number of concepts are presented in a tradit:ional 
sequence. Traditional mathematics does not stress immedi~te applica-
tions but instead is rather abstract in n~ture. Alternately, t:he 
mathematics topics can be interwoven with the technical course work and 
be taught by the technical instructor with-out a formal math class. The 
most popular approach is that· of "technical mathematics". Technical 
mathematics involves only those math concepts from the traditional 
approach that are iinmediatelyneeded in the technical program. These 
math concepts are identified and sequenced as they are needed in the 
technical courses. 
Statement of the Problem 
At Eastern Oklahoma State College, the technical mathematics 
approach is employed. These courses could be most effective if the 
content were connected directly to the mathematical requirements of 
the various technical programs offered there. This study deals with 




Purpos~ of the Study 
The lack of information concerning specific mathematics as 
required by the different technologies generates a problem for both the 
mathematics instructor as well as the techiwlogy instructor. Specifi..., 
cally, the purpose of this study is to identify the mathematics used at 
Easterl;l Oklahoma State Coll~ge in sel~cted technical programs. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions are to be examined in this study: 
1. What· are the specific mathematical needs of each technology 
included in the study? 
2. Are there any similarities among the mathematical needs of the 
included technology programs? 
Scope of the Study 










- Automotive Technology 
- Building Construction Technology 
- Civil and Highway Technology 
- Design Drafting Technology 
- Electromechanical Technology 
- Electronics Technology 
- Forestry Technology 
- Machine Technology 
- Welding Technology 
require their students to take technical mathematics. This study was 
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limited to identifying the mathematics content of these programs only. 
Further, it was not within the scope of this study to collect data 
for the design of technical mathematics. courses. Evaluation of the 
level of each technology according to mathematic~! content is also 
beyond the scope o:f this study. 
Each technolo~y program in the study could have inCluded required 
related courses which would require additional matpematics content~ 
Such additional Jila·t:hem:atics- content was not included within the scope of 
this study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Technicians whose specialties require considerable application 
of principles from engineering and the physical sciences need relatively 
more mathematics th"an is usually needed by te-chnicians- in other areas. 
However, this-is not-to say that mathematics _;is not required at all in 
other technologies. Mathematics courses for technicia11s should include 
all of the concepts necessary for the student to go through a particular 
program and meet the curriculum objectives. 
~cHale and Witzle (3) conducted a project that involved teaching 
technical mathematics in several technology programs. The course 
content was carefully selected by a team of instructors. This team was 
made up of non-mathematically oriented faculty. Mathematical achieve-
ment levels went from 50 percent to between 85 and 90 percent. The 
mathematic requirements of each technology were ca,refully studied 
before the topic areas were finalized for the project. It was found 
that various technologies required mathematics of varying levels and 
some required concepts not found in the other technologies. -Students 
in this study were not required to cover those math concepts that did 
not apply to their program. 
According to a report by HEW (1), a technician's ability to use 
mathematics as it applies to his technology is an important part of his 
education. Course content should be closely coordinated with the 
4 
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technical specialty courses. In order to accomplish these ends, the 
mathematics instructor should have a clear understanding of the needs 
of each technology. 
Technical mathematics as taught by non-technical instructors tend 
to use traditional topic sequences. As a result, some,irrelevant topics 
are covered, some relevant ones ignored, &nd the exposition of topics 
is too definitional and abstract for the· interest le-.el of the students. 
The topics in the mathematics course need be dictated primarily by the 
needs of each· technical special:ty. 
From the standpoint of qmtinui ty, the student requires a unified 
presentration which ranges over the whole mathematical spectrum, from a 
review of arithmetic to the beginning fundamental calculus, depending 
on the demands of the technology. 
The content of a "complete" mathematics course for technical 
specialties, is to some extent, debatable. However, experience with 
student needs in past studies, indicates that inclusion,of certain 
topics, usually omitted, is definitely warranted. 
In a study made by Zurfich (11). in,l976, the findings indicated 
that retention of technical students was greatly increased by the 
inclusion of technical mathematics courses in the engineer~ng technolo-
gies. 
Zurfich stated: 
Anyone setting up a technica~cation program must at some 
point decide whether to includ':e''lllath in the course offerings 
and,. if so, what kind. Considerable attention must be 
devoted.to_this matter, for different types of technical 
education rely on mathematics to varying degrees. Some 
programs require students only to work simple arithmetic 
computations, while. others· require differentialequations. 
The topics inCluded in the technical subjects and the 
depth of their coverage are largely governed by the 
mathematics called for in the program (p. 56). 
Zurfich further commented: 
A~though most technology programs usually provide for some 
mathematics in the first eemester, the suitability of this 
math to other courses is often questionable. For instance, 
if technology students take regular general college math, 
algebra, or trigonometry, very often the content, level 
and style of the course is not compatible with other 
engineering technology courses (p. 57). 
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A close coordination of mathematics cours~s has the added advantage 
of ~reatly increasing the students' interes.t in mathematics and his 
understanding of its functional value. 
Mathematics is required to quantify and provide precise definition 
and interpretation of basic scientific phenomena and observation. As 
pointed out in the HEW report, mathematics is required in varying 
degrees. The depth of mathematics is primarily dictated by each 
technology. 
Mathematical description greatly extends the learning obtained 
from each laboratory experience. By means of mathematical definition, 
each demonstration of the application of a scientific principle can be 
shown to be usef4l in many similar or related applications. Some of 
the mathematics required in a particular technical curriculum may well 
be covered in other mathematics courses. 
Graney (2) points out that mathelllatics facility underlies the true 
comprehension of the physical sciences. These underlying principles 
are the foundations upon which the technical specialities are based. 
The technology investigated will determ~:ne the content of the required 
mathematic courses and these requirements will vary among the various 
technologies. Electronic technology may easily place the greatest 
demands upon mathematical knowledge, while others, such as industrial 
technical might place the emphasis on different mathematical concepts. 
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McHale (3) states that the level of mathematical proficiency of the 
technical students sets a limit on the level of all other technical 
courses and the quality of the whole program depends on that of the 
mathematics instruction. Various technical programs do not require 
either the same level of mathematical sophistication or even the same 
mathematical topics. At the time Zurfich made the report, only informal 
conclusions by the writer were presented, Statistical analysis was not 
complete at the time and hence was a weak point of the report. Statis-
tical figures were reportedly to be made available at a later time. 
St.unmary 
A number of related studies have been made to determine the math-
ematics requirement, generally in the form of credit hours or number 
of courses. Others have performed occupational analysis in an attempt 
to ascertain necessary math skills. Studies of this nature tend to 
indicate mathematics requirements of lesser sophistication than are 
actually needed in the technical courses. 
Failing to choose appropriate topics for technical mathematics 
courses can result in reduced effectiveness for both the mathematics 
and the technical teacher. The inclusion of inappropriate topics 
causes the math teacher to divert much needed time· from more fruitful 
topics and at the same time causes the technology teacher to use some 
of his time dealing with omitted topics. This point was made vety well 
by Roney (7): 
Teachers in technical courses reviewed or retaught the mathe-
matics forms needed in the solution of problems, especially 
in beginning techni-cal courses. The amount of time devoted 
tothis review and reteaching ranged from 10 to 20 percent 
of the scheduled class time. The time required for this 
reteaching and review was greatest in curricula with non-
specialized mathematics courses and was least in 
curricula with carefully correlated mathematics and 
technical courses (p. · 130). 
The need to further explore this area in search of a more ~xo-
priate choice of technical mathematics~topics was also attested to by 
Roney: 
Research is needed to identify specific elements of 
mathematics, science, and technical· study.that can be 
coordinated effectively by a careful scheduling of the 




Tqe :purpose of this study was to identify the mathematics used at 
Eastern O'k.lahol!la Stat!= College.in~elected.technical programs. The 
research .questions sela.ct.e.9. for thi_s study were: 
1. What are the specific mathematical needs of each technology 
included in the study? 
2. ~re there any similarities among the mathematical needs bf tqe 
included technology pr~grams? 
In this chapter we will consider the methodology used in examining 
these research qu~astions. 
In order to examine these questions, instructors in the various 
programs were surveyed to determine the mathematics needed for each 
program. 
Selection of the Technology Programs 
At the ti~e this study was made, there were 16 technical programs 
offered by the institution. Of these 16 programs, seven did not 
require a technical· mathematics course and were omitted from the study. 
Only thase programs requiring a technical mathematics course were 
included. Information about the various curricula was obtained from 
the school catalog for the school yea~ 1974-75. Table I con:tains the 




MATHEMATIC REQUIREMENTS"BY PROGRAM 
Technology Technical General Coll.ege 
Mathematics Mathematics 
Automotive 6 0 
Hours 
Building Design and 6 0 
Construction Hours 
Civil Highway 9 0 
Hoij.rs 
Design Drafting 9 0 
Hours 








Machine 6 0 Hours 
Welding 3 0 
Hours 
Forestry was the only program requiring different mathematics among the 




Development of the Instrument 
I 
In order to equate those mathematics cdpcepts used by each 
technical program to those universally accepted in the mathematics, 
several math books were used as sources. A mathematics chec~list was 
developed from thE~Se sources and appears in Appendix A along with 
selected examples of eat!h concept. This checklist was used as a 
reference as each program was examined. 
It was subsequently found that the checklist was not complete 
enough and had to be revised as additional math concepts were 
encountered. The sequence of the topics as they appear in the check-
list was not intended to have any significance. 
Collection of the Data 
Instructors in the various technical specialties were interviewed 
to identify the math content of their program. The mathematics check-
list in Appendix A waS~ available tb each instructor at the time the 
interviews were conducted. Homework problems typifying student 
assignments were examined to verify the accuracy of· the math content 
identified. The math content was· then tabulated for each technology 
and appea-rs in Appendix B. Selected eXami?les in the checklist were 
used to draw comparisons irt identifying the appropriate selection of 
math titles that best described the homework problems. 
Analysis of the Data 
The data gathered from each.technica1 program was tabulated and 
appears in Appendix B. This data describes.the specific mathematical 
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needs of each technology examined. The data is ·used. in making a 
comparative analysis to determine if there are similarities among the 
various technologies. 
Limitations 
The study was limited to nine technologies at Eastern Oklahoma 
Stat~ College. Since those programs migpt.differ from those·offered 
by other ins;titutions, the results should not be generalized for the 
needs of other programs. 
In the process of curriculum growth, home¥ork problems may be 
changed~ This study .carinot anticipate such changes. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study _was to identify· the .mathem~tics· used 
at Eastern OkJ,.ahoma State College.in selected technical programs. Only 
that math content thought necessary to suppott-the technical courses 
was included in the study. 
Infqrmation for the study was obtained from nine technologies 
which reqt1ired one or more courses in technical mathematics to fulfill 
their program requirements. The technical programs included in the 
study represent some 286 college credit hours in technical specialty 
course; work,, in 80 technical courses. 
The fi<p.dings of the study are presented in this chapter in two 
seetions. The first section deals with the identification of the 
mathematics content of each of the nine technical programs. · Section 
two considers the extent to which sittdlarities exist amont the mathe-
matical content of the.various technical programs. The detaile!d 
findings are contained in Appendix B. 
Mathematical Cqntent by Program 
The mathematical checklist contains 204 concepts used in identi:-
fying the math needs of each program. Table II shows the percent math 
requirement by program based on the total items contained in the check-




was 76 percent for Electronics and Electromechanical with a mean of 
50. 7 percent. · 
TABLE II 

























It should be observed thqt the data in Table II represents only 
the percentage of the 204 mathematics content topics that were found in 
each individual technical program. These data do not represent the 
extent to which topics are shared by more than one program. 
Similarities Alno'ng the Programs 
A comparative analysis was made on th~ data contained in.Appendix 
B to deterii)ine if any similari.ties existed .among the various programs. 
It .was found that similarities· did exist and these are presented in 
Table III. All !line technologies :requ,ired 16 percent of the total 
mathematical checklist, with two programs, Electronics and Electro-
mechanical, sharing 73 percent of .the list. 
TABLE III 
SIMILARITIES AMONG PROGRAMS 























SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
summary 
The purpose of this study was to identify the .mathematics used at 
Eastern Oklahoma State College in selected technical pro~rams. This 
study was seeking answers to the following research questions: 
1. What are the specific mathep1atical needs of each technology 
included in the study? 
2. Are there any similarit:t.es among the' mathematical needs of .the 
included techpology programs? 
Instructors_ in the various programs were interviewed to identify 
the mathematics content thought to be necessary for each technology. 
Homework problems were used to verify the accuracy of the identified 
content. 
The results i'I\dicated that Automotive required a low of 17 percent 
of the total checklist content. A high of 76 percent was required by . 
Electronics and Electromechanical and the mean was 50.7·percent. 
Similarit.ies were found to e~ist among the .mathematical. needs with 
Electronics and Electromechanical sharing the highest content of 




From the data gathered, it ·was found that there are specific 
mathetnatic~l needs of the selected tecb,nical programs. Th:i,s data is 
presented in .Appendix .B. · The mathematical checklist ·contained 204 · 
mathemaUc~ tepics aiJd is founq in Appendix Ar .~ased on. the percent of. 
' 
total content .of ·this List, Auto'rilotive required ·u pe,rcbnt ·and Electronics 
·' j ' 
and Electromechani~al each .required a high of 76 percent~ The-arithmetic 
mean was 50.7 percent .. , 
~· ' Similarities were found to exist with Electronics ·and Electromer- • 
chanical sharing 73 percent of the total mathematical checkl:i,st. 
RecoliDilendations 
After review:lnf!;.the.data .contained in this study, the.following 
recemmendati.ons are made: . 
1. · In order far •· the t~~hnic.n· m~thertl.ati~s · caurse to be an ef:fec..., 
tive tool for. use by technicil!f:ns ~in 'the programs, a si)Jlilar 
studyi~liou,ld be made to determine the sequence. of the .topics 
as . they are neecf,ed by th.e ttkhriical c4rricula. 
2. The· tec,hi:tict:~-1 mathematics 'instruc,te-rs can .use this st,4dy to 
construct :P:ractica-1 exercises for the ~ath c:j.ass invq,lving 
those concepts thought· to be necessary. 
3. That steps be taken to insure that at least those math concepts 
appearing irt Append.ix B be included in the te.chnical, mathe:-
matics ·course· for each tecllp.ology. 
4. That the mathematics department evaluate. the results indicated 
in .f\,ppendix B in asqertainiD,g the possibility .of ·tailoring 
spedfic c0utses for those program'!=! with very <simi_lar 
mathematics content. 
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No.· Mathematical Competency 
1 Simple Numbers 
2 Place Value 
3 Aqdition of Integers 
4 Subtraction of Jntegers 
5 Multiplitation of Integers 
6 Division of Integers 
7 Negative Integers 
8 Addition of Negative 
Integers 





Multiplication of Negative 
Integers 




3; 4; 254 25 
34 = 4 (units) + 3 (tens) 
23 + 42 = 65 
42 - 32 10 
42 X 32 1344 
672/12 56 
-58; ~241; -2; -18 
5-(-10) = +15 
(-S)x(-4) = +20 
-25/-5= +5 




No. M~:~;thematical Competency 
13 Fractional Operations 
14 Mixed Numbers 
15 Prime Numbers 
16 Addition of Fractions 
17 Subtraction of Fractions 
18 Multiplication of Fractions 
19 Divis~on of Fractions 
20 Decimals and Conunon 
Fractions 
21 Rounding Off Numbers 
22 Addition: of Decimal· 
Fractions 
23 Subtraction of Decimal 
Fractions 
24 Multiplication of Decimal 
Fractions 
Selected Example 
(x) (.) (/) 0 () 
. 1 1/4; 2 3/4 
No whole-number factors 
1/4 + 5/3 23/12 
3/4 - 1/2 1/4 
(3/4):x (1/2) 3/8 
(3/4)/(1/2) = (3/4)x(2/l) 
.25 = 25/100 1/4 
3.4568 = 3.46 
0.4015 + 0.0750 0.4765 
0.4Ql5 -.0.0750 0.1265 

















MATHEMATICS CHECKLIST .. (CONTINUED)- . ' I 
Mathematical Competen~y 





Square Roots of Common 
Fractions 
OJ>erati.ons with Radicals 
Eigher Roots 
Exponents and Signs 
Scientific Notation 
Multiplying with Powets 
of Ten 
Dividing with Powers '" 
of Ten 
Metric System Conversi9n 
Selected Example 
0.075/0.125 0.600 
23% =23/100 .23 
~ : ~3= 2/3 = .667 
--!f74·= irl.f!{=. ~.'1/2 
V8 = V4x 2 = (l+x V2= 2V2 
3..[27 = 3; 3../64 = 4 
3 -2 4 = 4x4x4 = 64; 2 = .25 
2384.625 2.384625 X 103 
2.88xl06 
4 2 2 (2.4 X 10 )/(1.2 X 10 )=2xl0 













MATHEMATICS. CHECKLIST. (CONtiNUED) .. 
Mathematical Cou\p~tency 
Algeb"ra and Gen~ralizati;on 
of Ntimbers 
Express-ed Signs ·of .Algebra 
Operations · 




Terms in Algebraic · 
Expressiotts 
Subscrip"\: Notations · 
Prime NotB.;tions · 
Substitution of Numerical 
Values and Evaluation 




x = ·denotes. any number 
+; - ; ·x; _I ; + 
0 0 = x; ::;:: X 
2 (3-0.5) + 1.5 = 6.5 
E+IR-0.5E (3 terliiS)-
x2 = X sub :2 
X' = X Prime 
2X + 3Y .. = 2(2) + 3(4). - 16 
X = 2; Y =4 
16:1+ l-41= 10 
17 5+ l.p0_-200 = 7 5. 
1.23-(+.59) = +0.64 
23 
24 
MATHEMAT!CS CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
No.·.· Mathematical Competency 
48 AQ.dition of :Polynomial~ ! 
49 Subtraction of Polynomiail.s< 











of Signed Numbers 
Algebraic M4ltiplication 
of Numbers with Exponents 
Albebraic Multiplication· 
of -Monomials w/.E-x-ponents 
Mul tiplica ticm of .. polyno...:. 
miais qy ,Monomials.· 
Multiplication of Polyno-
m~als by Monomials . 
Multiplication ofPolyno-
mials by Polynomials 
Albebraic Division of 
··:monomials 
Division of Polynomials 
by .Mo'fiomials" 
Select~d Exqmple· 
(4X+2Y+4)+ (;3X+5Y+5 )=1X±1Yi:9 
(4X+2Y+4)-.(3X+.5Y+5)=X-'3Y-.1 
x- (a_.b) = x-a+b 




x2x3 = x5; x5fx2 = x3; 













MATHE:MATICAL CHECKliST (CONTINUED) 
Mathematical Competency 
Division of a Polynomial 
by Another Polynomial 
Identical Equations and 
Formulas 
Conditional Equations and 
Formulas 
Solution of Equations and 
Formulas 
Manipulating Equations and 
Formulas 




Square of a Binomial 
Product of Two Binomials 
Square Root of a Trinomial 
Factors of the Difference 




ax2+by+c+y = . ax + b + .. £__ + ·1:. 
xy y x xy x 
x~s 2 
x-5 = 10 




















MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
Mathematical Competency 
Prime Factors of Polynomial 
Degrees of Monomials and 
Polynomials 
Highest Common Factor of 
Monomials and Polynomials 
Lowest Common Mtilt}i.p,les of 
M<;>nomials and Polynomials 
Numerators and Denominator 
of Algebraic Fractions 
Conversion of Mixed 
Expressions to Fractions . 
Lowest Common Denominator 
of Algebraic Fractions 
Addition of Algebraic 
Fractions 
:i '; 
Subtraction of Algebraic 
Fractions 




Prime Factors • 
4x2y3(a-b~2 & 8xy2 (a+b)(a,..b) 
HCF = 4xy (a-.b) 
12ax2+3ax+42a & 24x3+60x2+24x 
LCM = 6ax(x+2)(2x+l(4x-7) 
a+b (nutneratt>r) 
a-b (denominator) 
a-Zb + - 2- LCD . (a-b) (a+b) aLb2 · a-b 
2 4x 2+4x -+--=-
a~b a-b a-b 
2a 4x 
a+b - a-b ·= 


















MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
Mathematica~ Competency 
Division of Algebraic 
Fractions 
Simultaneous Equations and 
Formulas 
Graphical Solutions 













~ ..... ~ 2a(a-b) 












x= ? . 
y= ? 
z= ? 
al bl cl 
X = a2 b2 C2 
a3 b3 c3 
x2-l= 0= (x+l)(x-1) 
x= + 1 
solve: ax +bx+c=O for x gives; 
-b ± Vb 2-4ac 
x = 2a 
-b ± V'r> 2-4ac 
X = 2a 
Discriminant 












Graphic Solution for Real 
Roots 
Fundamentals of Complex 
Algebra 
Geometrical Representation 
of Imaginary Numbers . 
Pure Imaginary Numbers 
Complex Numbers and Operations 
Division of Complex 
Numbers 
Multiplication of Complex 
Numbers 
The Conjugate 
Binary Number System 
100 Number System Conversion 
101 Binary Addition 
Selected E~ample 
y= ax2+bx+c (graph) 
Fi= i (imaginary) 
i2= -1; i3= -i 
x-axis real; y-axis imaginary 
(2-3i)(4-5i) etc., 
2-3i (2-3i) (4+Si) 
4-Si + (4-5i)(4+5i) 
23-2i 
41 
(4-5i)(4+5i)= 16-25i2= 41 
4-'Si = 4+5i (conjugate) 
1011= lx23+0x22+lx2l+lx20= 
11 (decimal) 
1011 11 decimal 
1001 + 0101 = 1110 
28 
29 
MATHEMATICAL. CHECKLIST .. (CONTINUED) .. 
No. Mathematical Competency 
102 Binary Subtraction 
103 1'8 Complement 
104 2's Complement 
105 9's Complement 
106 Subtraction Using the 
l's Complement 
107 Subtraction Using the 
2's Complement 
108 Multiplication Using 
Repeated Addition 
109 Division Using Repeated 
Subtraction 
110 Hexadecimal Number System 
and Conversion 
111 Octal Number System 
and Cortversion 






6291=9999-6291=3708 9's Complement 
1011-101=110 
1011-101=110 
2x4 = 2+2+2+2 8 
4/2=4-2=2-2=0 
= 1 + 1 =2 
0,1,2,3, .•• ,9,A,B,CiD,E;F 
11110111 = F7 
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
45 (bctal) = 100101 (binary) 













MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINU~D) 
Mathematical Competency 
Boolean Theorems 
Developing Boolean Equation 








Exponential Functions and 
the Logarithm 
The Antilogarithm 
Tables of Common Logarithm 
Tables of Natural Logarithms 
Selected Example 
A+A A; A+l 1 
Deriving Boolean Equations 
From Logic Diagrams 
Using 113 & 114 Above 
2 - 3 Variable Maps 
log10b= x; logeb=y 
where e= 2.71828 ... 
logeb= y 
where e= 2. 71828 ••. 
lOX= b (log10b= x) 




MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST. (CONTINUED) 
No. Mqthemqtical Competency 
124 Cqlcu;lations with Logarithm. 
125 Logarithmic Calct.~,l~tions 
with Negative Numbers 
126 LogarithmicScales 
127 Mult;i.plication of Numbers. 
with Logarithms 
128 Division of Numbers by 
Logarithms 
129 Logarithms of Numbers less 
Than 1 
130 Angles 
131 Angles in Degrees, Minutes 
and Seconds 
132 Addition of Angles in 
Degrees, Min., and Seconds 
133 Subtraction of Angles in 
DegrEres, Min., and Seconds 
134 Conversion of Degrees, Min., 
·'and Seconds to Decimal Deg. 
Selected Example 
log.E = logx-logy 
y 




log xy- logy 
X log - = logx-logy 
y 
log10 .895= -0.048176965 •.• 
Circular Parts. 
30° 25 1 30 I I 
30° 25 I 30 I I +·15° 40 I 50 I I = 
45° 65' 80'' = 46° 06' 20'' 
30° 25' 30' 1 -15° 40' 50''= 
14° 44' 30" 














MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
Mathe~atical Competency 
Conversion of Decimal Deg. 
to Degrees, Min., and Sec. 
Generalized Angles 
Measurement of Angles 
Angles of Any Magnitude 
Triangles 
The Right Triangle 
The Trigonometric Functions 
Inverse Trigonometric 
Functions 
Solving Right Triangles 
Relations Among the 
Functions 
Trigonometric Functions of 
Any Angle. 
Selected Example 
58.4589° = 58° 27' 32'' 
Angle between any two 
lines of intersection 
Angle between two lines that 
intersect 
245°· 2341°· 65°· -325° 
' ' ' ' 
Sum of angles of a closed 
triangle = 180° 
sin, cos, tan; sin30° = 0.5 
arcsin, arccos, .arctan 
arcsip. 0.5 = 30° 




















Polar Coordinate System 
Vectors in Polar Notation 
Rectangular .Coordinate VS. 
Polar Coordinat$s 
The Polar Triangle 
Formulas ·for Right · 
Spherical Triangles . 
Napiers; Rule of Circular 
Parts 
Given Three Sides of 
Gen Spherical Triangle 
155 Conversion,of Polar Vector 
t? Rectangular Notation 
Selected Example 
csce = 1 
sine 
ra~ius vector/vectorial angle 
30/-45°Vector length = .30 units 
-.--vectorial .angle= -45° 
x=rcos e & :r=rsine ; e =arctanX. 
X 
If Vei'dces of a Spheric.al T:d~ 
angle as poles arcs, another 
Spherical Triangle.is Formed & 
is the.Polar Triangle of the First 
sina-= tanhcotB 
sina = si'nAsinc 
sinb = tanacotA 
sine of any midd+e part = product 
of tan of·two adjacent parts 
Using 152 and 153 above, 
X = rcose; y = rsin9 
34 








Conversion of Rectangular 
tp Polar Notation 
Polar Fcrrm of. Compfe!X· 
Numbers 
j as an Operator 
Multiplication of-
Polar Vectors. 
Division of Polar 
Vectors 
161 Geometric Interpretation 
of Vectors 
162 Addition of Vectors-
163 Subtraction of Vectors 
164 Multiplication of a Vector 
by a Scalar 




real ~ i; vectorially added 
real + j , (j denotes ima~;inary 
as do~s i) 
5~/+65° 
48/.;;.20° .. 
= 1.17 /65° - (-20°)= 
=1.17/85° 
·vector has both magnitu,9.e 
and direction 
(4,5)+(6,-5) = (10,0) 
(xl,Yl)+(~z,-yz) = (xiy) 
(4,5)-(6,-5) = (~2, 10) 
(xl'y1)-(x2 ,-y2) = (-x,y) 
(25/30°)(scalar=2) ··-=, 50/30° 
~ewton's second law of motio~ 
Phasor = vector that has a mag-
nitude extending from origin 
35 
MATHEMA'IICAL CHEGKLJ:ST (CONTINUED) 
No. :M;athematical Competency 
166 Spherical Vqlumes 
167 Ateas.of Circles 
168 Areas of Eliptical Forms 
169 Areas of Rectangular Forms 
170 Volumes. of ·Rectan~fular 
Shapes·· 
' 171 . Areas of Tr;i.angles 
172 Volume of a Pyramid 
173 The Limit Concept 
174 Special Limits 
175 Average Rate of Change 
176 The Derivative 
177 Graphical Differentiation 
Selected Exa~ple 
2 . 2 






· ab(center at bd.gip.) 
.• 
total y distance 
= total x dis tartce 
= length x width · 
Yolume = l~;q:gth x width x height 
area = 1/2 (base) (height:) 
Vplume = l/3(area of base) x 
(altithde) . 









tate of change of 
y w/respect to x 
.9.Y..· = lim ..JU:.. 
dx . A.x-- 0 .t:. x 
Usirt,g a graphical method in 
determining the average slope. 
of a curve. (dy/ dx) 
36 
MATHEMATIFAL.CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)· 
No. Mathematical Competency 
118 Differentiation Formulas 
179 Physical Applications of. 
the Derivative · 
180 Implicit Differentiation 
181 Newton's Method 
Selected Example 
y= uv; dy/dx= 1~+v.du 
dx dx 
2 
(distan,ce)s= 160+20t (t=time)3sec. 
ds d 2 
v dt d~(l60+20t )= 40t for: 
t=3 sec. 
xy-2x+l=O. X 3.x. +y-2=0 ' dx · 
and:~= ~..::Y. 
dX X X .. 
x =.x -
n+l n 
182 Derivatives of Transcenderita,l- ~x(sinx) = cosx 
Functions 
183 Second and Higher 
Derivatives 
184 Notation for Higher 
Derivatives 
185 Physical Applications of 
the Higher Derivatives 
186 Maxima and Minima 
i...:.(lst Derivative)=2nd-der±vative--- · qx 
~!~ (second.derivative) 
s=50-2t2+3e-t/Z 
velocity = 1st Derivative 
Acceleration = 2nd Derivative 




MATHETICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINUED) 
No. Mathematical Competency 
187 The Differential 
188 Using the ·Differential'· 




The Definite Integral 
Properties of the Definite 
Integral 
192 Evaluation of Integrals; 




Integrals of Algebraic 
Functions 
195 Integrals of Other Function 
196 No~-Integrable Functions; 
Graphical Integration 
Selected Example 
f 1· (:X) x differential· of y=f (x) 
dy .;, f 1 (x)dx 
i=l42e:-:.OSt; di =·-'7.10e(· 05·tat 
or: Ai = -7.10e-.OSt At 






b = upper lirili,t 





(f(x)dx (no limits) 
,} (algebraic solutions) 
u + k(con.stant) 
f7dz 
fosudu = sinu + K 
MATHEMATICAL CHECKLIST (CONTINUEB) .· 
No., M~thl::!matic,al Competency 
197 The· Factorial 
198 Three Dimentional Cootd:t~ 
nate System (x,y, z) 
199 Vectors·in Three Dimentional 
System 
200 Graphs of Trigcmoinetric 
Functions. 
201 Properties of a Spherical 
Cap with a Radius r and 
HE!ight 'h 
202 Frustrum of Right Circular 
Coni::! ·W:L th Rad:j..i a, b and · 
Height.h 
• i 
203 Properties ·of a R~ght. 
Circular CGme. of Raqius r 
and ijeigh t h 
204 Properties of a Right. 
Circular Cylinder. of Raditls 
r and Height.h 
Selected Exa~ple 
5: 1+2+3+4+5 = 15 
x-axis, y-axis, a:nd.z-axis 
Graphing Coordinates (x,y,z) 









~ :;:: . s; \:j' ·it! . (') 't:'j No. Mathematical Concept.· J::l:j 1::1:1 5· () H t-< t:<j '1-:3 t-< a a .:;c <! t:<j ···~ 0 t:l 1:1:: en H C'!l 1-:3 f-3 't"" ' 1-:3 
1 Simple Numbers X X X X X X X X X 
2 Place Value X X ~c x. X X. x ... X. X 
3 Additiein of Integers X X X X X X X x· X 
4 subtraction of Integers X X X X X· X X X X\ 
5 Division of .. Integers ..... .X .... x,. .X :x. .. X .X .X x. X 
6 Multiplication of ·.Integers X x .... X .. . x. ... x ..... x . -.X····· X . X 
7 Negative Numbers X. X .X X. . X. .X ..... . X .X. .X 
8 Addition of :Negative Int~gers X X X X X X X X X 
.......... ~ .. , .. ~- ~··· 
9 Sup tractio11 of N,egcq:;i ve -·· 
... .--· 
Inteaers X X X X X X X X X 
...... -.. ~ ....... _. .... 
10 Mtil ti plication of Negq,tive ··( I 
Integers .X X X X X X X X X 
-----..-····--·~· -· .. 
11 Division of Negative . ·-~<; 
Integers X x ... .. .X.· x .x -X X X .. X:· ._.,<·',., 
12 Cortttnen Fractions X X X .. ·X X· X X X X 
13 Frat%tional Operation.s_ X X X ' X X X X X X 
14 Mi:Xed Numbers * X X X X X X X X 
15 Prime Ntintbers X X X· X· X· X·· X· X X· 
16 Ad,4,iti0Il of Frac~i(;lps ·· X .X .X X X X X X X 
17 Subtraction of Fracti<ms. X X. X X X. X X X. X. 





~ ~. [; t:l 1-:<j (J tr:l / b:l ~ 0 H !:"" tr:l No. Mathe.matical Concept J-3 t"f (J (J ~ <: tz:j ~ 0 t;::J ::c 1-:<j Ul H c:J· 
J-3 J-3 t"f J-3 
19 Division of Fractions X X X X X X X X X ... 
20 Decimals and Common 
.. 
Ft:actions .X X X X .X X X. X .... X ... 
21 R'tmnding Off Numbers X. X X X X X .x X X 
22 Addition of Decimal :Fractions X X X X X X X X X 
23 Subtraction of Decimal 
Fractiens X X X X X X X· X X 
·-·~ ---·~----- ~ 
24 Multiplication of Decimal 
Fractions · · " · .x. X x." x .. x .. x. X x . X 
25 DiVision of Decimal . Fra.c t:Lons X .. x .. .. x .. 
26 Percentage X. X X X·. X X. X .. X .X .. 
27 Ratios X. X X X X X X X X 
28 Metric System Conversi0ns X X X X X X X X X 
. - --~ .. ·-· ... -
29 Algebra and Generalization 
of Numbers x X X X X X X X X 
30 EJq>ressed Signs~of Algebraic 
Operations . X X X X· X X X X X 
-- -~~ -~-- - . -·~· 
31 Implied Signs of Algeb r:l:!:i.C: •... 
Operations X X X X X X X X X 
32 Numerical Algebraic 
Expressions X X X X X X X X x• 
------~ ,..,...,_ .. _ ...... 
33 Substitut;ion of Numerical 




















(C0.NT'INUE:p) . · 
"I 
~ ~ -~· 
Mathematical Concept' I-ii t"'· ('"). 
. ' i' 0 t::::l ::I! 
Operati·ens with Symbols. 
ef Gretiping X X 
Terms in Alg.ebtaic ExpreaS,i<in ~- X X. 
Angles X X 
Generalized Angl~s X X 
Measurement·of Angles X :x. 
Angles pf Any Magnitude x X 
Triangles X X .. 
The Right Triangle X X 
The-Tr:i,.genemetric Funct·iens': , •.... X X 
Selving Right. Triangles X X 
Square Reets X x· 
.Absalut.e Value ef a . N unib e i: x· 
Algebraic Additien ·x 
Algebraic Subtractian x· 
S~bsc;dpt Nc:itati-ens X 
Squ~;r:~ R,QQt.s p :f : c .Qll!ln.Qil, -
F;r-act;ians· .. •·········" " .. ~ .. "' '-'W -X 
EfCP. oneri ts and .Signs X 
• ' ··' ~I 
42 
·, ., 
·:·t::; ~ .('") ti::b 
~ ·~ 0 H 't"' 
'1;1;1 
('") '!;d., < :·t<:f· ~· .,, 1%:1· Cll. H 0 
~ 1-3 t"' 1-3_· 
',X" .X X X X X. 
X .X- X f x. X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X ..X . X .... X . X. "' .X. 
.X. - :X .X X:. .X ... X . 
X X ... . X. X ... .x .... x .. 
X X X· X X X 
X x·· ~ X x· X 
X .X X .X .X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X .. X 
X X X X X X. 
X X X X X X 
-~. ,., q..--·.:oo· "' 
X X X X X· •·' J~:. 
'l." 
X X X X X X 
MATHEMATICAL CONTENT 
BY TECHNOLOGY 
No. Mathematical Concept 
51 Conditional Equations and 
Formulas 
52 Solution of -E;ql!~.t:..:l,otl,!:! and 
Formulas 
(CONTINUED) 
53 Manipulating Equations and . ' 
Formulas· 
54 ~umerators and Denominators 
of Algebraic Fractions . 
55 Scientific Notation· 
56 Multiplying with Powers of 
ten 
57 Divid:l,ng with Powers of Ten 
b:l 
C) 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
43 
----------------.,-------------------·- ..... , ...... . 
58 Algebraic Multiplication 
of Signed Number.s. · 
59 Prime Notations 
60 Operations with Exponents 
61 Algebraic Division of ~ · 
Monomials 
62 Division of Polyrtomi_a_~.~ .. by 
a Monomial .. 
63 Identical Equations and 
formu;Las 
64 Powers and Roots of 
Monomials 
.x .:.x .X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 








65 Monomial Factors of 
Polynomials 








X X X 





67 Simultaneous Equations. and 
Formulas X X X X X X 
-------~-..-....--,--.,.-,.-------------------_ . ,----~------,--.--
68 Alge_br~iq . S()~Ut.!.O.I!-S ___ o_f 
Simul taneou,s Eq{latiol1S X X X X X X 
-------.,.---;-1 ---'l"r--------------......,...-------:---'- ----· ···-·•. -··--
69 Bases for Systems of 
Logari thm8" ·. : · -
70 Connnon Logarithms 
71 The Antilogarithm . 
72 Tables of Connnon Logari.thms .. 
73 Calculations with Logarithms 
74 Multiplication of Numbers 
with Logarithms 
75 Division of Numbers by 
Logarithms 
76 Angles ip Degrees, Minutes 
and Seconds 
77 Aqqition of Angles in 
Degr-ees; Mih. , .. and . S ecorid;a: - ... 
78 Sub traction of Angles in 











X .X- :x -X-
X X X X 
X X X x. 
X X .. X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 





~ ::c ~ t::l l':tj (") l:lj l:lj b:f ~. 0 H t""' l:lj No. Mathematical Concept·. H t""' (") () :::0 -< l:lj ~ 0 t::l· ::r: l':tj tJ) H (") 
H H t""' H 
79 Conversion of Degrees, Minutes 
and Seconds to Decimal Degrees X X X X X 
80 Conversion of Decimal .Degrees . - . . - . -
to Degrees, Min., and Seconds X X X X X 
81 Principal Value.s of Inverse 
Functions X X X X X X 
82 Areas of Circles X X X X X X 
83 Areas of Rectangular Shapes X X X X X X 
.... ·····-······-
84 Volumes of Rectangular 
Shapes X X X X X X 
85 Areas of Triangles X X X X X X 
86 Inverse Trigonometric 
Functions X X X X X X 
87 Operations with Radicals X X X X X 
88 Higher Roots X X X X X 
89 Addition of Polynomials X X X X X 
90 Subtraction of Polynomials X X X X X 
91 Algebraic Multiplication of 
Numbers With Exponents X X X X X 
92 Algebraic Multiplication of 
Monomials with E~ponents X x· X X X 
93 Multiplicat~on of Polynomials 






. ·::;::. ·~· t::;l lc%j (") t:r.l 
t:r.l l:d ~ 0 H t"' t:r.l No. Mathematical Concept t"' (") (") :::0 <: t:r.l ~ 0 t::;l ::c: n:i· C/) H (") 
1-3 1-3 t"' 1-3 
94 Multiplication of Polynomials 
by Polynomials X X X X X 
95 Product .of Two Binomials X X X X X 
96 Prime Factors of Polynomials X X X X X 
97 Highest Common Factor of 
Monomials and Polynomials X X X X X 
98 Lowest Common Multiples of 
Monomials and Poly11;0mials . X X X X X 
99 Conversion of Mixed 
Expressions to. Fractions X X X X X 
100 Lowest Common Denominator 
of Algebraic Fractions X X X X X 
101 Addition of Algebraic 
Fractions X X X X X 
102 Subtraction of Algebraic 
Fractions X X X X X 
103 Multiplication of Algebraic. 
Fractions X X X X X 
104 Division of Algebraic 
Fractions X X X X X 
105 Relations Among the Functions X X X X X 
--·~- . "'"". ,... -·. 
106 Trigonometric Functions of 




















~ ~ Mathematicql Concept t-3 t:-1 
0 t::f 
Basic,Trigonometris Identi ti.es 
Polar Coordinate System 
\ Vectors in Polar Notation 
!... li . 
Rectangular Coordin~te VS. !I 
Polar Coordinates ~ 
Conversio~ of Polar Vectors il 
to Rectangular :·Notation ~ I 
Conversion of Rectangular 
to. Polar Nci ta~tion · 
Natural Logarithms 
Exponential Functions and 
the Logarithm · 
Tables of Natural Logarithms .. 
Logarithmic Scales 




Simultaneous Solutions of 
Three Unknowns 





't:l ~ (') t:z::f C;j -~ H t"'· t:z::f (') lid < 't:z::f ~ !'lj til H C'l· 
t-3 t-3 .r;-r< t-3 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
:X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X ,X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 





~ ~ ~ 8 
l'%j (") t::rj 
td ~ 0 H t"' t::rj No. Mathematical Concept t"' (") (") :;d <: t::rj ~ 0 t;l p:: l'%j Cf.l H (") 
t-3 t-3 t"' t-3 
122 Average Rate of Change X X X X 
123 Spherical Volumes X X X 
124 Volume of a Pyramid X X X 
125 Areas of Eliptical Forms X X X 
--~·---~-~~--··· 
126 ·.Three Dimensional Coordinate .. ··· 
Systeni (x~:Y ,z) · . ,. , .. - ~' .. - X X X 
127 Graphs of Trigonometric 
Functions X X X 
128 Logarithmic Calculations 
with Negative Numbers X X X 
129 The Derivative X X X 
130 Graphical Differentiation . X X 
131 Differentiation Formulas X X 
132 Physical Applications of 
the Derivative X 
133 Vectors in Three Dimensional 
System X X 
134 Spherical Cap with Radius r 
and Height h X X 
135 Frustrum Right Circle Cone w/ 
Radii a,b and Height h X X X 
I _.., .. ,. 136 Right Circular Cone with ,,, .. -.. 











~ ~ ~ Mathematical Concept tt:l 1-'3 t:""' () 
0 t::1 IJ:l 
Right Circular Cylinder of 
Radius r and Height h 
Geometric Interpretation of 
Vectors 
Addition of Vectors' 
Subtraction of Vectors 
Multiplication of a Vector 
by a Scalar 
Phasor Algebra 
143 ,. Fa,ct_orab],e_ Qua_d_r_ati c 
Equations 
144 The Inverse of 
Differentiation 
145 The Definite Integral 
·146 Notation for Higher 
Derivatives 
147 Physical Applications of 
the Higher Derivatives 
148 The Polar Triangle 
149 Formulas For Right· 
Spherical Triangles 
150 Napiers; Rule of Circular 
Parts 
49 
t::1 I"Xj () tt:l. 
b:1 ~ 0 H t:""' tt:l () :;d <r:l tt:l ~ I"Xj Cf.l H () 
1-'3 1-'3 t:""' 1-'3 
X X 
- ~-··:- ~ ,-~:> ~ 
X X X 
X X· X 
X X X 
~~.··;r-· 
X X X 














~ ~ .r;• lo:j Cl tr:! No. Mathematical Concept. 1:1:1 0 H t"f. ! 1,-,3 t"' Cl Cl :;a c::::: tr:! q t:l ::r:: t/) H Cl 
151 Given ThreeSides of General 
Spherical Triangle X X 
152 Division of a Polynomial 
by Another Polynomial X 
153 Factors of the Difference . . . 
of two Algebraic Numbers X 
154 Degrees of Monomials and 
Polynomials X 
155 Determinants X 
156 Newton's Method. X 
··--~- ......... 
157 Polar Form of Complex 
Numbers X X 
158 J as an Operator X X 
159 Multiplication of Polar 
Vectors X X 
160 Division of Polar Vectors X X 
161 Fundamentals of Complex 
Algebra X X 
·--~--~ .. -- -·· 
162 Geometrical Representation 
of Imaginary Numbers X X 
163 Pure Imaginqry.Nurnbers X X. 
164 Complex Numbers and Operations .. X X. ' ' 




No. Mathematical Concept 
166 Multiplication of Complex 
Numbers 
167 The Conjugate 
168 Binary Number System 
169 Number System Conversion 
170 Binary Addition 
171 Binary Subtraction 
172 l's Complement 
173 2's Complement 
174 9's Complement 
175 Subtraction Us~ng the 
l's Complement 
176 Subtraction Using the 
2's Complement 
177 Multiplic9tion Using 
Repeated Addition 
178 Division Using Repeated 
Subtraction 
179 Hexadecimal Number System 
and Conversion 

























~ ~ ~· t::;l l"%j C":l ···t<:j No. Mathematical Concept b:1 ·~ 0 H t""" t<:1 ~ t""" C) C":l i;O <l t<:1 ~ 0 t::;l ::r:: l"%j t/) H C":l 
l-c3 H t""". l-c3. 
181 Fundamentals of Boolean 
Algebra. X X 
182 Boolean Theorems X X 
183 Developing Boolean Equations X X 
184 Simplification by Basic 
Theorems X X 
185 Simplification Usii?-S _ . 
Karnaugh Ma:ps · .X X --
186 The Differential X X 
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